THE CAN-SPAM ACT: AN INSUFFICIENT RESPONSE TO THE GROWING SPAM PROBLEM

By Lily Zhang

Although "Spam" is tasty in a can, it is never tasty when it lands in our e-mail inboxes. Spam is an especially pernicious form of advertising because of its low cost, high-volume nature. Traditional advertisers, such as telemarketers and junk mailers, incur significant costs by employing workers, paying long-distance telephone bills, and buying envelopes and paper. In contrast, spammers expend significantly less and even shift costs to recipients, who must sort through the voluminous spam they receive. Thus, spam’s attractive nature has led to many abusive uses, which all contribute to the growing spam problem.

As spam becomes a daily nuisance, various responses are being utilized to combat it. Earlier methods employed vigilantism in the forms of self-regulation and self-help, but more sophisticated methods quickly emerged. Those methods included suits against spammers under both common and state law doctrines and technological responses such as filtering. Then in December 2003, the federal government enacted the Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing Act of 2003 (CAN-SPAM Act or “the Act”) to provide a uniform federal body of law against spamming.2

While the Act attempts to curb the spam problem, it still has some shortcomings. Some of the criticism heaped upon the Act centers around its preemptive effects on stricter state spam laws, the severity of the penalties, and its alleged attempt to curb spammers’ constitutional rights. Much of the criticism also accuses the Act of potentially increasing the amount of spam because the Act merely provides a set of guidelines for spammers on how to spam legally—in effect legitimizing spam. Many critics believe that the Act will lead more advertisers to rely on spam as their preferred method of advertising.
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1. See White Buffalo Ventures, LLC v. Univ. of Tex., No. A-03-CA-296-SS, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 19152, at *3 n.1 (W.D. Tex. Mar. 22, 2004) (noting that the term “spam” started in Internet chat rooms and interactive fantasy games “where someone repeating the same sentence or comment was said to be making a spam” and that “[t]he term referred to a Monty Python’s Flying Circus scene in which actors keep saying ‘Spam, Spam, Spam, and Spam’ when reading options from a menu”) (citation and internal quotation marks omitted).

Although some of the prior and current methods of combating spam have been mildly successful, their success has been tempered by one factor: the Internet. As the medium used to propagate spam, the Internet allows spammers to disguise their e-mail addresses, utilize stolen e-mail accounts, and operate across borders. Consequently, the Internet complicates the ability to bring suit or apply legislation against spammers. Moreover, technological responses are costly and not always foolproof. As a result, an effective response to spam must include both technological and legislative components.

This Note provides a brief overview of spam, its characteristics, the problems associated with it, and responses to combat this problem. Part I discusses the fundamentals of spam: its economic structure; the profile of spammers and how they are funded; and spam's attractiveness compared to traditional methods of advertising. Part II focuses on the various techniques used to combat spam, ranging from vigilantism to state legislation to common law causes of action. Part III discusses the CAN-SPAM Act, its weaknesses, and its strengths. Part IV discusses the more progressive and technology-based solutions proposed by various sectors within society. Ultimately, the best response to combating the spam problem is not found in any one of these solutions alone. Rather, spam's unique nature mandates a combination of these solutions, both technological and legislative.

I. OVERVIEW OF SPAM

A. The Rise of Spam

Electronic mail, commonly known as e-mail, began in 1965 and quickly became a method of communication for users to pass messages between different computers. As the Internet increased in popularity and usage in the mid-1990s, e-mail usage became widespread. Concomitant with the rise in e-mail usage, “spam” messages increasingly appeared in e-mail inboxes, becoming a major nuisance.

Generally, e-mail recipients associate “spam” with e-mail that market various products. However, spam refers to other categories of messages as well. Spam is frequently defined as either unsolicited commercial e-mail

4. Id.
(UCE) or unsolicited bulk e-mail (UBE). UBEs encompass not only UCEs but also various forms of non-commercial spams, including opinion surveys, fundraising solicitations, religious and political messages, and chain letters. Thus, spam can take various forms outside of mere commercial marketing.

However, the greatest quantity of spam is still commercial in nature. Most state laws define “commercial e-mail” as e-mail that “advertises or promotes the sale or lease of goods, services, or real property.” Under the CAN-SPAM Act, commercial e-mail is similarly defined as “any electronic mail message the primary purpose of which is the commercial advertisement or promotion of a commercial product or service.” Furthermore, commercial e-mail does not include transactional or relationship messages, those which serve the primary purpose of facilitating, completing, or confirming a commercial transaction that the recipient has previously agreed to enter with the sender. Essentially, the Act’s definition of spam focuses on messages that are unsolicited commercial e-mail—the UCEs, which are the messages that clog our inboxes daily.

B. The Problems Associated With Spam

1. General Overview

Spam has established itself as a preferred method of advertising among some because of its quick, cheap, and efficient nature. Spam is quick because it is received within minutes and need not be manually processed and delivered. Because spam messages can be sent to millions of e-mail addresses very quickly, it is more effective in reaching large numbers of consumers than traditional junk mail or telemarketing. Additionally, unlike traditional junk mail or telemarketing, the cost of sending spam
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10. Id. § 7702(2)(B); see also, John E. Brockhoeft, Evaluating the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003, 4 LOY. L. & TECH. ANN. 1, 5 (2004) (discussing the various categories of spam e-mail).
does not rise proportionally to the number of e-mails sent. Such advantages help to explain the estimated 2 trillion spam messages sent in 2004, one hundred times the volume of "snail" mail advertisements delivered by the United States Postal Service last year. Spam's inherent advantages undoubtedly make spam a desirable form of advertising.

Furthermore, spam advertising is cost effective because spammers need generate only a small percentage of sales in order to garner a profit. A 2002 Wall Street Journal study noted a case in which, among 3.5 million spam messages sent, only eighty-one resulted in a purchase. The success rate in this case was 0.0023% with each sale generating $19 in profit, netting a total profit of $1500 in the first week alone. The cost of sending the 3.5 million spam messages was $350, a small price to pay for generating a profit that was more than four times as much. Spammers are able to generate such a large amount of profit because there is no per-message charge for every piece of spam sent. Instead, a spammer's overhead costs are negligible and confined to equipment, monthly rental fees for an e-mail account, if any, and sometimes the price of a mailing list. Such costs are much less than those associated with telemarketing or paper mailers, activities which can cost hundreds of thousands of dollars because of the various costs imposed, such as telephone bills, postage, paper, staffing, and facilities. One study estimates that the minimum cost for mailing ten thousand letters would be $3,925. Thus, a spammer can potentially send millions of messages for a few hundred dollars, far less than what traditional advertisers have to pay.

13. See, e.g., Trussell, *supra* note 11, at 177.
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2. *Not Your Regular Old Advertising Scheme: Spam’s Unique Cost-Shifting Structure*

Unlike traditional methods of advertising, spam imposes the bulk of advertising fees on recipients rather than spammers. Spam is junk mail that arrives "postage-due." On a daily basis e-mail users’ inboxes are clogged with spam, requiring the expenditure of considerable amounts of time separating spam e-mail from legitimate e-mail. The problem is significant because of the volume of spam sent, as well as the fact that much spam disguises its commercial nature until opened. Spam recipients may have to pay for additional disk space for their e-mail accounts in order to accommodate the influx of messages due to spamming. Some remotely-located Internet users may even incur higher long-distance Internet connection fees as they spend time deleting spam. Thus, individual recipients can potentially incur substantial monetary and non-monetary costs.

Spam also translates into real costs at the workplace. Productivity decreases as employees are forced during working hours to weed out spam e-mail in their inboxes. Such decreases in productivity are reflected in a recent study estimating that spam costs U.S. companies around $9 billion annually. The increased cost faced by companies in the fight against spam is ultimately passed on to consumers in the form of increased prices for the companies’ goods and services.

Much of the cost is also shifted to Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Many spammers engage in “Dictionary Attacks,” where they send millions of spam messages to e-mail addresses generated by going through the entire alphabet in each letter placeholder of an e-mail address. As a result of this and other spamming techniques, much of the e-mail sent gets bounced because many of the automatically generated addresses are non-functioning. ISPs must then expand their networks and systems not only to accommodate the large quantity of spam but also to process bounced messages. Additionally, ISPs must devote significant monetary resources
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to hire personnel to field subscribers' spam-related complaints.\textsuperscript{32} One recent study found that spam costs both United States and European ISPs $500 million annually in the form of providing additional server and network capabilities.\textsuperscript{33} Like costs imposed at the workplace, the costs incurred by ISPs are also passed onto consumers in the form of higher Internet usage fees.\textsuperscript{34}

Spam also creates other secondary costs by forcing the private market to combat spam by using e-mail filters. ISPs spend significant resources implementing filtering mechanisms in their e-mail programs as a way to block spam and maintain customer satisfaction.\textsuperscript{35} In addition, private companies offer filtering programs to combat spam. Recently, more sophisticated filters known as Bayesian filters are being used to block out spam in users' inboxes.\textsuperscript{36} These filters search for patterns of words that are close to those patterns found in recognized spam messages.\textsuperscript{37} Bayesian filters take filtering a step further in that they can "learn" to differentiate between certain terms and patterns that are characteristic of spam versus those that are characteristic of legitimate e-mail.\textsuperscript{38} Although some filters are provided free as a part of Internet service, the more effective filters, as rated by Consumer Reports, cost around thirty to forty dollars, a cost that might be prohibitive for some e-mail users.\textsuperscript{39} In addition, by the time filtering is being utilized, many of the costs associated with spam have already been incurred. Although the recipient may automatically remove filtered messages to their computer trash can, the spam at this point has already used ISPs' bandwidth, passed through ISPs' staff and filters, and used the recipients' connection time and computer space.\textsuperscript{40} Consequently, filters will not alleviate many of the problems associated with spam be-
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cause filters perform their function after much of the damage has already been done.

Furthermore, filters could impose additional costs on consumers through over-protection. There is a risk that filters will incorrectly identify legitimate e-mail as spam messages, resulting in the rejection of legitimate messages from a user's e-mail inbox.\footnote{One report tested numerous filtering programs, all of which failed to filter out 100% of spam messages.\footnote{The study found that while the most effective program claimed to filter out 95% of spam, actual users reported a rate of only 70%.\footnote{Furthermore, there is a risk that spammers will eventually tailor their e-mail text to include words and phrases that are uncharacteristic of spam, and that such messages will bypass the filters.\footnote{These risks suggest that filters should not be overly relied upon as a technological response.}}}}

The problem with spam is further aggravated because, unlike traditional junk mail or telemarketing, recipients of spam incur costs regardless of whether the message is opened. With traditional advertising campaigns, recipients can simply discard the mailing if there is no interest by tossing it into the garbage or opting for removal from telemarketing lists by joining the Federal Trade Commission's (FTC) Do-Not-Call list. Although spam recipients can also discard the messages, the process of discarding spam imposes many more costs. Such costs include the usage of valuable disk space, decreased productivity as recipients sift through legitimate and spam e-mail, loss of customer satisfaction, and costs associated with filtering programs. Thus, even if recipients can eventually discard spam, the costs incurred prior to and during removal are generally much greater than those associated with traditional advertising.

3. The Offensive and Deceptive Nature of SPAM Also Distinguishes It from Traditional Methods of Advertising

Not only is spam a problem because it shifts the costs from senders to recipients, but spam messages are also often offensive and deceptive. An FTC study reported that 100% of e-mail addresses posted in chat rooms and 86% of addresses posted in newsgroups and webpages received spam
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messages. Among the most common types of spam are those that advertise "get-rich-quick" schemes, pornographic websites, and pirated software. Another FTC study revealed that among a random sampling of one thousand spam e-mails, 20% of the messages offered a variety of business investment opportunities, 18% offered adult-oriented products/services, and 17% involved financial products such as mortgages and credit cards. In this same study, 40% of all the spam contained false information in the body of the message, 33% exhibited false information in the "from" line of the message, and 22% in the "subject" line of the message. Among all the messages sampled, two-thirds contained some form of deception. Furthermore, the study found that only 63% of the "remove me" or "unsubscribe" options in the messages actually worked.

These statistics demonstrate the increased costs e-mail recipients must incur. False information in the body of the message, subject line, and sender line will inevitably lead some recipients to open the message, only to discover that the e-mail is of a completely unexpected and undesirable nature. As a result, recipients cannot rely on such signals to determine whether the e-mail is spam. Instead, they will have to expend time and energy to physically sort through the e-mail to determine which ones are truly spam.

45. Blanke, supra note 8, at 305.
46. Recently, the Nigerian e-mail fraud has emerged as an example of a "get rich quick" scheme gone awry. This scheme occurs when a criminal sends out thousands of spam messages luring recipients to pay certain fees in exchange for helping the sender, disguised as a high ranking official, transfer millions of dollars to the spam recipient. According to the FBI, in 2001, about 2,600 people in the United States reported problems with the Nigerian e-mail fraud, and of that number, sixteen claimed financial losses totaling $345,000. Additionally, in some cases, recipients have been lured to Nigeria to pay for the fees. Upon their arrival, victims are held against their will, beaten, and blackmailed. The frequently offensive and even dangerous contents found in spam messages differentiate it from traditional modes of advertising that usually do not result in such deception and risk. See, e.g., Michelle Delio, Meet the Nigerian E-Mail Grifters, WIRED-NEWS, July 17, 2002, at http://www.wired.com/news/culture/0,1284,53818,00.html; Aaron Larson, Nigerian Email Fraud—419 Scams, EXPERTLAW, June 2004, at http://www.expertlaw.com/library/pubarticles/Consumer_Protection/spam_email_fraud2.html.
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C. From Consumers to Advertisers—How Spammers Generate Profits

Despite the fact that some spammers send out millions of e-mails per day, not all of them generate profits in the same way. While some spammers—especially those whose messages are most familiar to consumers—generate profits through sales of products or services, others profit from paid advertisements. Still others may employ illegal means to obtain profit.

Although many spammers turn a quick profit by selling products and services directly, some spammers generate profits by spamming on behalf of other businesses. One such company, BulkingPro.com, sends spam messages for other businesses. It also provides clients with technical support and monthly improvements designed to “penetrate tough domain filters and spam blocking techniques.” One bundle offered by the company features spamming to 50 million e-mail addresses for a mere $299. Such low costs undoubtedly appeal to businesses attempting to reach consumers quickly and cheaply.

Other spammers who rely on advertisers for funding engage in even more disruptive tactics. Some spam messages invite recipients to click on website links provided in the e-mail. When a recipient clicks on the link, various browser windows pop up simultaneously. The perpetrator’s website then disables the victim’s “back” and “window close” buttons while

52. See, e.g., Al Cooley, Astaro Internet Security, The Cocktail Approach to Spam Protection 3 (2004) (citing that spammers on average yield only around 0.005% of purchases from spamming, meaning that out of 1 million messages sent, only about fifty will result in purchases; however, because the costs of emailing millions of recipients can be as low as $300, the potential for profits is high), available at http://www.astaro.com/content/download/164/747/file/The_Cocktail_Approach_To_Spam_Protection_en.pdf; Stephen Baker, The Taming of the Internet, Bus. Wk., Dec. 15, 2003, at 78 (reporting that 7% of U.S. Web surfers have purchased a product or service from an unsolicited spam message).


54. Id. (quoting BulkingPro.com sales pitch).
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more windows advertising related goods or services appear on-screen.\textsuperscript{58} This technique is known as “mousetrapping.”\textsuperscript{59} These spammers lure spam recipients to mousetrapping websites, and are funded by advertisers who display banners on those websites.\textsuperscript{60} Typically, these advertisers employ contract spammers who are paid based on the number of victims who actually click on the advertisements.\textsuperscript{61} Such disruptive spam messages can ultimately lead to consumer confusion as users expend time and energy in escaping the mousetrap.

While such methods of funding spammers perpetuate annoyances for many spam recipients, other spammers resort to illegal means to fund themselves, most notably through identity theft. Some spammers send messages disguising themselves as system administrators, requesting recipients to change their passwords to a specified one, and threatening suspension of the recipients’ accounts for failure to do so.\textsuperscript{62} Variations on this type of message also include spammers posing as a person in authority, requesting recipients to send copies of passwords or other sensitive personal or financial information.\textsuperscript{63} Once spammers obtain this information, they can place charges on credit cards, ruin credit ratings, and cause other financial injuries to unsuspecting victims.\textsuperscript{64} The losses incurred by victims go beyond just simple annoyance in receiving spam messages, and could include very damaging financial injuries.

Spammers employ a variety of techniques to generate profits ranging from those which are mere annoyances to those that are illegal. However, regardless of the funding method, all of these techniques result in the congestion of e-mail systems and inboxes.

\textsuperscript{58} Id.; see also, Golden Gate Univ., Spam and Scams, at http://internet.ggu.edu/university_library/spam_scam.html\#trap (last updated Nov. 3, 2003).
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D. Who Spams?

It is believed that most spam originate from a small group of hard-core spammers. These hard-core spammers might number as few as two hundred. Some of these spammers profit by sending out millions of messages per day. One such spammer, Jeremy Jaynes, sent out at least 10 million e-mails per day through sixteen high-speed lines. Although Jaynes averaged one sale out of every 30,000 e-mails he sent, he nevertheless made up to $750,000 per month with overhead expenses of only $50,000. Not only are such spammers irritating because they send millions of messages per day, but they are also dangerous because much of their spam contains fraudulent information and pitches bogus goods and services. One idea peddled by Jaynes was a scheme to earn $75 by working at home as a Federal Express refund processor, an idea that Jaynes charged spam recipients $39.95 to learn. This fraudulent scheme resulted in over 10,000 credit card orders in one month alone. Big time spammers like Jaynes are the pernicious spammers whom legislation and policing should focus on first because of the propensity of these spammers to rely on fraudulent schemes to make a profit.

Aside from individuals, some businesses are also pernicious spammers. As briefly noted above, BulkingPro.com sends millions of spam messages each day for other businesses. Many of these companies claim that their e-mail lists are directed toward certain target demographic groups and are updated regularly to ensure that all e-mail addresses are functioning. Although these claimed practices appeal to potential adver-
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tisers, companies such as BulkingPro.com also rely on deceptive practices. BulkingPro.com’s website and literature offer updated lists of proxy servers, information on inserting random characters into e-mail to pass spam filters, and "other new tricks to get past aggressive domain filters." Not only are these businesses contributing to the mass volume of spam sent to consumers and other businesses, but they also are employing questionable tactics while doing so.

In addition to the hardcore spammers, there are small-time spammers, who range from teenagers in basements to legitimate businesses. Some small-time spammers are legitimate businesses trying to develop their clientele through the use of e-mail as a form of marketing. Most of these businesses are small businesses seeking cost-effective strategies to increase readership and familiarity with their products. Even well-established businesses, such as MasterCard, send out bulk e-mail advertising their services. Also on the rise is political spam sent for political purposes such as spreading a certain candidate’s platform or soliciting votes. For these entities, spamming is a cost-effective way to generate profits, increase the company’s consumer base, and to acquaint potential voters with a certain political party or candidate.

II. EARLY SPAM REGULATION

In combating spam, recipients have utilized a variety of tools, some more effective than others. The simplest methods included self-regulation and self-help. Recipients also resorted to common law suits to regulate spammers. Because these methods were generally inadequate, the need for
more effective approaches spurred the growth of state legislation. This Part provides a brief account of these approaches to combating spam.

A. Self-Regulation and Self-Help: Vigilantism on the Internet

When spamming first began, recipients resorted to self-regulation and self-help to inhibit spammers from operating.82 Recipients would “mailbomb” the sender by sending a massive volume of e-mail to retaliate against the sender, resulting in a complete overload of the sender’s mailbox.83 This prevented any prospective client from contacting senders for their advertised products.84 Others recipients issued direct complaints to ISPs while some created their own software to filter and automatically delete spam messages.85 Still others established anti-spam groups with hopes of stigmatizing spammers into retirement.86 Groups such as the Mail Abuse Prevention System provided both legal and technical advice on blocking spam.87 These groups also established blacklists of servers that were friendly or indifferent to spam and provided these lists to ISPs so that they could block mail sent from those servers on the blacklist.88

The effectiveness of each of these methods, if any, was short-lived. Numerous problems with these methods quickly emerged, indicating the long-term ineffectiveness of such approaches. Mailbombing soon proved to be ineffective as spammers quickly learned to forge false return addresses in their e-mail headers.89 As a result, mailbombs clogged the inboxes of innocent users and even collapsed smaller ISP servers.90 The creation of blacklists also created problems. For example, a political rival or a commercial competitor could easily and anonymously place a particular individual or company on the list of spammers, thereby removing that person’s ability to communicate via e-mail.91 Thus, the ineffectiveness of self-regulation encouraged the development of various legal approaches to combating spam.

82. See Magee, supra note 12, at 337.
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B. Common Law Theories

Spam recipients next turned to common law theories to bring spammers to justice. Breach of contract, trademark dilution, and false designation of origin were some of the common law theories alleged against spammers. One of the more successful theories is the doctrine of trespass to chattels. A plaintiff advancing this theory must have incurred "actual injury" as a result of the spammer's intermeddling in order for the claim to

92. See generally Hotmail Corp. v. Van Money Pie Inc., No. C98-20064 JW, 1998 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10729, at *1 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 16, 1998) (finding that defendants breached the Hotmail user agreement to refrain from spamming when they created a number of Hotmail accounts with the specific purpose of sending spam to thousands of Internet e-mail users advertising pornography, bulk e-mailing software, and get-rich-quick schemes).

93. See Am. Online, Inc. v. IMS, 24 F. Supp. 2d 548, 552 (E.D. Va. 1998). In America Online, Inc. v. IMS, the court found that plaintiffs successfully advanced a trademark dilution claim under 15 U.S.C. § 1125(c) of the Lanham Act when defendant spammers used the letters "aol.com" in their headers. Under this theory, an owner of a mark is entitled to relief against another person's commercial use of the mark "if such use begins after the mark has become famous and causes dilution of the distinctive quality of the mark." Id. (quoting 15 U.S.C. § 1125(c)). To set forth a claim for dilution, plaintiff must show: (1) the ownership of a distinctive mark; and (2) a likelihood of dilution. Id.

94. See id. at 548-51 (finding that plaintiffs successfully advanced a false designation of origin claim under 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(1) of the Lanham Act because many of defendant spammer's e-mail contained the letters "aol.com" in their headers). The court in IMS stated that a false designation of origin contains three elements: "(1) the alleged violator must employ a false designation; (2) the false designation must deceive as to origin, ownership, or sponsorship; and (3) the plaintiff must believe that 'he or she is or is likely to be damaged by such [an] act.'" Id. at 551 (citing 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(1)). Not only does this claim provide protection of trademarks in order to secure to the owner of the mark the goodwill of his business, but it is also intended to protect consumers and their ability to differentiate among competing products. Id. In this case, the court held that any of plaintiff's subscribers could logically conclude that the message containing "aol.com" originated from plaintiff and cause subscribers to believe that plaintiff sponsored or approved of defendant's spam messages. Id. at 551-52.

95. See, e.g., Compuserve, Inc. v. Cyber Promotions, Inc., 962 F. Supp. 1015 (S.D. Ohio 1997); Thrifty-Tel, Inc. v. Bezenek, 54 Cal. Rptr. 2d 468 (Ct. App. 1996); Ashley L. Rogers, Internet & Technology: Is There Judicial Recourse to Attack Spammers?, 6 Vand. J. Ent. L. & Prac. 338, 340 (2003) (discussing that a trespass of chattels in the spam context occurs when spamming "intermeddles" or interferes with the possessory interest of another through unauthorized use of their computer network and that a plaintiff advancing this theory must also "demonstrate an object on which a person could trespass and a mechanism for that trespass to take place" and actual injury); Steven Kam, Note, Intel Corp. v. Hamidi: Trespass to Chattels and a Doctrine of Cyber-Nuisance, 19 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 427 (2004) (analyzing the use of trespass to chattels when protecting e-mail systems).
be actionable. This element has proved to be problematic as various courts have produced different standards as to what constitutes actual injury. While a California court held that a mere formula or a statistical average of the damages is insufficient, an Ohio court held that the tremendous burden imposed upon plaintiffs was sufficient proof of actual injuries. These inconsistent rulings are problematic because they impose starkly different burdens on plaintiffs who may have similar trespass to chattels actions against spammers.

Additionally, plaintiffs may run into other problems when filing common law actions. Spammers often operate outside the United States or disguise their identities, making it difficult to locate them or bring them into court. Another difficulty in filing lawsuits is that only those with sufficient resources and incentives will be able to endure what may be a lengthy trial. As a result, many individual spam recipients will have neither the desire nor the ability to maintain lawsuits against spammers.

C. State Law Regulation

In 1997, Nevada was the first state to pass a statute regulating unsolicited commercial e-mail. Other states such as California, Washington, and Virginia quickly followed. These states became models for others, and there are currently thirty-six states that have a statute aimed at combating spam.

Most of these statutes primarily target fraudulent or misleading spam. These statutes prohibit falsifying the point of origin and transmis-
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103. Magee, supra note 12, at 356.
sion path of unsolicited commercial e-mail. In addition, such legislation typically prohibits misleading information in the subject line of the message. Most states also require subject lines to begin with "ADV:" for all commercial e-mail solicitations, and "ADV: ADLT" for adult-content e-mail. These statutes focus on the regulation of spam content rather than reshifting spam’s costs back onto the senders or decreasing the amount of spam sent.

These state statutes also provide for varying penalties and generally allow individuals to bring a private cause of action against spammers. In some states, spammers who send fraudulent or misleading spam or utilize fraudulent methods in doing so face a combination of both civil and criminal penalties. In other states, the degree of damage also determines the classification of the crime as either a misdemeanor or felony.

Most states also rely on opt-out requirements to discourage spamming rather than an opt-in requirement. Under an opt-in system, spammers can only send e-mail to recipients who have explicitly consented to receiving the e-mail. The opt-in requirement would place the burden on spammers to ask for consent prior to communications with the recipient; most state statutes do not prescribe an opt-in requirement. Instead, most state statutes maintain a more business-friendly opt-out approach. Under this approach, spammers can contact recipients and need only maintain a valid link or e-mail address for recipients to unsubscribe themselves from the
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mailing list. Although the volume of spam would be lessened significantly more through the use of an opt-in system, most states have chosen to rely on the less restrictive opt-out requirement.

While state statutes share a common goal of regulating spam, their differing approaches points to a key weakness in a state-centered approach to regulating spam. Although some states like California require that spam messages contain a statement informing recipients of the spammer's contact information, other states like Iowa are much less strict and require only that messages provide an e-mail address that is "identifiable" which recipients can contact. As a result, a spammer under Iowa law places a heavier burden on the recipient to read through the text to locate the contact information. In addition, although most states require the placement of "ADV" in the subject line of a commercial e-mail, some states require only that subject lines do not contain "false or misleading information." The latter approach makes separating spam messages from legitimate ones more time consuming. Thus, the burdens imposed on both spammers and recipients vary considerably among state statutory schemes.

A more significant problem with state legislation is that the majority of spam is transmitted across state lines. For example, in the majority of circumstances, even if both the sender and recipient are located within the same state, the spam will most likely be routed through a server located in another state. This may result in confusion as to which state law should apply and how far each state's protection can and should extend. Such weaknesses signaled the need for a more cohesive, federal approach.

III. FEDERAL LEGISLATION: CAN-SPAM ACT AS THE MOST PROMISING ANSWER?

A. Overview of the CAN-SPAM Act

The ineffectiveness of vigilantism and common law theories and a lack of uniformity among state spam legislation gave rise to a more centralized,
focused, federal approach: the CAN-SPAM Act. The Senate passed the first version of the Act on October 23, 2003. Following two modifications to the bill by the Senate and the House, President George W. Bush signed the Act into law on December 16, 2003.\textsuperscript{119}

Although the Act targets spam, it is solely applicable to spam messages which are commercial in nature.\textsuperscript{120} "Commercial electronic mail message" under the Act includes "any electronic mail message the primary purpose of which is commercial advertising or promotion of a commercial product or service"\textsuperscript{121} and excludes "transactional or relationship message[s]."\textsuperscript{122} Thus, the Act is not applicable to messages associated with an ongoing, existing business relationship or to those messages that the recipient has specifically requested from the spammer.\textsuperscript{123}

The provisions of the Act parallel many of those found in state statutes aimed at reducing spam, especially fraudulent spam. However, the Act does not provide for a private right of action.\textsuperscript{124} Rather, only the U.S. Department of Justice, the FTC, state attorneys general, and ISPs have the ability to institute actions.\textsuperscript{125} Violators of the Act face potential fines up to $2 million and possibly treble damages if the spammer "committed the violation willfully and knowingly."\textsuperscript{126} Some provisions in the statute include:

- The prohibition of misleading or false information and subject headings in e-mail messages. It is unlawful for any person to initiate the transmission, to a protected computer, of a commercial e-mail message that is materially false or materially misleading.\textsuperscript{127}

- Unsolicited commercial e-mail must be clearly identified as advertisements for products or services. Furthermore, sexually oriented messages require warning labels.\textsuperscript{128}

- The senders' e-mail must contain a functioning return e-mail address or other Internet-based mechanism, clearly and conspicuously displayed so that recipients may reply to the e-mail and re-
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quest not to receive future commercial e-mail messages from that sender at the e-mail address where the message was received.\textsuperscript{129}

- Spammers are prohibited from utilizing automated means to establish multiple e-mail accounts solely to send out spam and from engaging in automated means that generate e-mail addresses (bulk solicitation).\textsuperscript{130} Examples of such techniques include address harvesting\textsuperscript{131} and dictionary attacks.\textsuperscript{132}

- The creation of a plan and a timetable by the FTC for a Do-Not-E-mail list, similar in scope to the Do-Not-Call list within six months of the Act’s enactment. The FTC is required to establish and implement the plan within nine months after the passage of the Act. If the FTC is unable to establish and implement the plan, then it must explain to Congress why it cannot do so.\textsuperscript{133}

- Criminal penalties against spammers who send predatory and abusive commercial e-mail, including those who send obscene messages, child pornography, or messages used to perpetrate identity theft, if such offenses involve the sending of large quantities of e-mail.\textsuperscript{134}

\textbf{B. Criticism of CAN-SPAM}

Soon after the passage of the Act, criticism erupted over what had appeared to be a promising federal effort to combat the ever-increasing problems associated with spam. Some opponents see the Act as merely symbolic—an Act with no teeth because it merely provides a set of guidelines on how to spam legally rather than addressing the disruptive, cost-shifting
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These critics raise myriad concerns, emphasizing that the Act neutralizes stricter state statutes because of its preemptive effect and the impossibility of creating a sustainable Do-Not-E-Mail list. Other critics believe that the harsh penalties imposed by the Act are disproportionate to the crime. Still others are concerned with the Act’s impact on the First Amendment right of spammers to engage in commercial speech and question the constitutional validity of the Act. Nevertheless, the Act is not without its proponents, who believe that some of the criticized aspects of the Act only contribute to its efficiency and potential for success in combating spam.

1. Preemption of State Statutes That May Provide More Protection

One of the primary criticisms against the Act is that it preempts stricter state laws. For example, California’s law contained an opt-in provision, a stricter standard than the Act’s opt-out standard. As previously described, spammers under the opt-in approach would be prohibited from sending e-mail to recipients who do not have a preexisting business relationship with the sender or to people who have not provided their express consent to receive their messages. This approach is more beneficial to recipients since an opt-out system is triggered only after the message has been sent and after the damage has been done. In addition, critics are wary of opt-out links in e-mail because recipients, by clicking on the link, are validating their e-mail addresses. Consequently, spammers become aware of valid e-mail addresses, which may result in an even greater flood of spam for those e-mail accounts. In addition, California’s law would have provided recipients with the right to file private, individual lawsuits, a right absent from the federal Act. Such criticism casts doubt on whether the federal law actually affords better protection than existing state laws.
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Many proponents of the Act believe that the adoption of a uniform federal law is more favorable than having a wide variety of state spam laws.\textsuperscript{142} Undoubtedly many of these proponents are businesses who find it difficult to comply with disparate state laws.\textsuperscript{143} For marketers, having a uniform federal law might make their operations more cost efficient as they would only have to comply with one set of standards and requirements when distributing e-mail messages.\textsuperscript{144} In assessing the advantages of the Act, it is important to recognize that some of its most vocal supporters are those spammers who will directly benefit from the legislation.

2. Criminal Penalties

Criticism has also been directed towards the possible penalties imposed under the Act. Under the Act, excessive spamming is punishable as a felony, thereby making it a criminal act.\textsuperscript{145} Some criminal defense lawyers and civil libertarians believe that the penalty is too harsh and does not fit the crime.\textsuperscript{146} They believe that spamming does not constitute misconduct that harms people—conduct that is ordinarily criminal.\textsuperscript{147} These critics point out that spam does not even harm trees.\textsuperscript{148}

Proponents of the Act believe the severe penalties will deter excessive spamming.\textsuperscript{149} They emphasize that there exists only a relatively small number of hard-core spammers who are sending out millions of e-mails daily.\textsuperscript{150} They believe that these spammers will discontinue or at least decrease the amount of e-mails they send because they are reluctant to risk criminal prosecution under the Act.\textsuperscript{151} In addition, proponents of the Act assert that the severity of punishment under the Act is similar to those penalties already imposed under existing state statutes that provide for felony classifications of fraudulent or misleading spam.\textsuperscript{152} Although the penalties incurred under the Act may be harsh, perhaps they are necessary as spam becomes an increasingly unwelcome part of our daily lives.
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3. Constitutional Concerns

A major concern raised by critics is that the Act may challenge fundamental free speech rights under the First Amendment. The Act allows the government to regulate commercial speech since enforcement resides with the government. Accordingly, the government must: 1) show a substantial interest in the regulation, 2) prove that the imposed restrictions will advance its interests, and 3) prove that the regulation is narrowly tailored so that it does not regulate more speech than necessary. These are valid concerns, going to the heart of the debate between allowing the free dissemination of information and speech versus the elimination of spam.

Advocates of the CAN-SPAM Act insist that it will pass judicial scrutiny on the First Amendment issue. Ultimately, the government has a valid and strong interest in preventing consumer fraud, invasion of consumer privacy, and realigning costs to the sender—concerns that the Act attempts to address. Requiring spammers to provide and honor opt-out links is an approach to preventing the invasion of consumer privacy and shifting costs back onto the sender. Furthermore, since some studies indicate that two-thirds of spam contains some type of fraud, the Act’s requirement of truthful information in subject lines and return addresses will advance the government’s interest in fraud prevention. Although the Act will probably be challenged on First Amendment issues, it seems likely that it will be upheld as the government has a substantial interest in spam regulation. Additionally, the Supreme Court has held that the Constitution provides less protection for commercial speech than for other forms of communication. As such, the Act is likely to pass judicial scrutiny under the First Amendment.

4. Do-Not-E-mail List

Although the Act proposes a Do-Not-E-mail list, similar to the Do-Not-Call list for telemarketers, the fact that spam is transmitted through the Internet renders this enforcement mechanism less effective. The FTC implemented the Do-Not-Call list as a response to the growing problems
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associated with telemarketers. Although the list has been challenged by telemarketers as a violation of their First Amendment rights, the Tenth Circuit upheld the constitutionality of the list, a decision that the Supreme Court refused to reconsider. The CAN-SPAM Act proposes a similar scheme, a scheme struck down by the FTC as ineffective.

Since Internet identities are difficult to track, a Do-Not-E-mail list would likely be of little practical value. In the telemarketing world, the list is more effective since centralized telephone lines allow authorities to trace phone calls to the violating telemarketer. In contrast, e-mail systems run across borders and are far more decentralized, making spam more difficult to trace. In addition, spammers regularly use stolen computers and e-mail accounts to spam, making enforcement of such a list difficult. Not only is enforcement of such a list extremely difficult in the context of spam, but it also could lead to even more pernicious spamming. The list could fall into the wrong hands—a spammer’s hands—thereby enabling the wrongdoer with a very powerful list of valid e-mail addresses to spam. Although the Act sets out to protect consumers through the creation of a Do-Not-E-mail list, the medium in which spam operates limits the potential utility of such a list.

5. Insufficiency of Litigation Under the CAN-SPAM Act

Although many cases brought under the Act are still pending, it appears that at least in the early stages of prosecution, courts are reluctant to dismiss charges against spammers. The FTC has hauled spammers into court alleging that their e-mail contained false and misleading information. While these cases are being litigated, courts have enjoined these spammers from sending further e-mail until a verdict is reached. The courts imposed these injunctions reasoning that there was good cause to
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believe that the spammers had violated the Act. These decisions are promising and may lead to a decreased volume of false and misleading e-mail. However, they do very little to address the central complaint of spam recipients: receiving any quantity of spam at all, regardless of whether they were false or misleading.

Other suits brought against spammers have settled out of court, leading to the question of whether such settlements will sufficiently deter spammers. In the first suit filed by any state under the Act, a Florida spammer paid $25,000 to settle a lawsuit alleging violations of the Act. State officials alleged that the spammer violated the Act by using fake return addresses to conceal the e-mails' origin, that the messages failed to provide recipients an easy way to opt-out of the mailings, and did not clearly identify itself as an advertisement. Upon a cursory review, it may seem that the Act is performing its function of ensuring that only legitimate spam is sent. However, some spammers will probably continue to send misleading or false messages and risk being caught if they can generate significant profits. Additionally, even if spammers are caught, they might be able to settle out of court for what they may consider to be an insignificant penalty, and risk further criminal prosecution under the Act. These possibilities point to further shortcomings of the Act.

The Act has also been used offensively by spammers. In White Buffalo Ventures, LLC v. University of Texas, the defendant spammer unsuccessfully argued that the Act preempted private mechanisms of enforcement. In that case, a spammer sent approximately 55,000 spam messages promoting LonghornSingles.com to members of the University of Texas with e-mail addresses ending in “utexas.edu.” Messages ending in utexas.edu are accumulated on computer servers owned and operated by the plaintiff University. When the University received notice of the spam, it asked the defendant to discontinue sending spam pursuant to the University’s general anti-solicitation policy. The spammer did not com-
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ply and brought suit claiming, in part, that the Act preempts any private regulation of spam. 175

The court decided in the University’s favor, holding that while the Act has preemptive effects, such preemption does not extend to private mechanisms of enforcement. 176 The court noted that although the Act preempts any state spam law, the Act also provides that it should not be “construed to have any effect on the lawfulness or unlawfulness, under any other provision of law, of the adoption, implementation, or enforcement by a provider of Internet access service of a policy of declining to transmit, route, relay, handle, or store certain types of electronic mail messages.” 177

The court stated that it was unclear whether the University’s anti-solicitation policy is a state regulation and so should not be preempted by the Act. 178 It further held that the University’s role as an Internet access provider to campus members enabled it to implement private spam policies as authorized under the Act. 179 As suggested by this case, private mechanisms of spam regulation may survive in a court of law, and Internet access providers may be able to continue implementing their own spam regulations.

Although most of these cases focus on the transmission of false and misleading messages under the Act, e-mail users are also concerned with decreasing the amount of spam. Various surveys suggest that the problems associated with spam have not been curbed since the Act’s passage. One survey indicates that after the implementation of the Act, 53% of respondents noticed no changes in the amount of spam received, 24% received even more, and only 20% received less spam. 180 Other studies demonstrate that less than 10% of all spam sent comply with the Act. 181 Even ISPs such as MSN reported no decrease in spam after the passage of the Act. 182 These statistics suggest that the Act alone will be insufficient to address the problems associated with spam.
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6. Additional Concerns

One great fear among critics is that the CAN-SPAM Act simply legitimizes, and thus, will increase the amount of spam sent, because the Act provides guidance on how to spam legally.\textsuperscript{183} The legitimization of spam could increase the costs associated with it as recipients expend even more time and energy in sorting and deleting an ever increasing volume of unsolicited commercial e-mail.\textsuperscript{184} Some believe that the implementation of the Act is a direct result of lobbying efforts by legitimate businesses who urged Congress to "redefine the spam problem as being about dishonesty rather than the negative effects of massive volumes of unwanted e-mail."\textsuperscript{185} As such, the Act may provide more businesses with the right to send more e-mail so long as they conform to the Act.

Furthermore, the cloak of anonymity offered to spammers through the Internet might lessen the force of the Act. Unlike other forms of advertising such as telemarketing, spammers are difficult to track.\textsuperscript{186} In \textit{Federal Trade Commission v. Phoenix Avatar}, expert testimony indicated that e-mails contain an "electronic postmark" that allows it to be traced back to the computer of origin.\textsuperscript{187} Once the originating computer has been identified, then other means can be employed to identify the actual sender.\textsuperscript{188} However, spammers often utilize "an open proxy," a computer that, with or often without the owner’s knowledge, accepts connections from anyone and forwards those e-mails as if the messages had originated from the open proxy.\textsuperscript{189} Consequently, spam messages are difficult to track. Such devices employed by spammers make enforcement of the Act difficult. The fines imposed under the Act may never be realized if authorities are unable to locate and hold spammers responsible. Thus, the Act may not deter spammers, especially the most pernicious ones because they can easily escape capture.

Although the Act contains numerous provisions aimed at prohibiting misleading subject lines and false return e-mail addresses, it does not re-shift spam’s costs back onto senders. At best, the Act will simply replace misleading or fraudulent spam messages in our inboxes with more legiti-
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mate e-mail messages from perhaps more legitimate advertisers. However, this will still result in increased disk usage on recipients’ systems, loss of productivity as recipients will still have to sift through their e-mail and delete those that are spam messages, and the purchase of e-mail filters which consumers will still need. The cases pending against spammers under the Act address fraudulent or misleading spam rather than the sheer quantity of spam received. Although one of the problems with spam is that it is often fraudulent or misleading, spam also poses an annoyance to a large extent because of its high-volume nature and cost-shifting structure. Considering the limitations of the various legislative solutions implemented to date, the most effective response to the spam problem might be a combination of legislative and non-legislative solutions that will address all the concerns e-mail users and ISPs have about spam.

IV. THE NEED FOR MORE PROGRESSIVE SOLUTIONS BEYOND THE CAN-SPAM ACT

Although the CAN-SPAM Act has been somewhat successful in bringing spammers to justice, it is obviously not without its shortcomings. Perhaps the court in White Buffalo Ventures most accurately summarized the situation by acknowledging that in implementing the Act, Congress also “recognized [its] limitations” and that spam cannot be solved through “Federal legislation alone.” In combating the problems associated with spam, it is imperative that more progressive solutions, especially technology-based ones also be employed.

In addition to the use of filters to weed out spam, more innovative technological solutions are on the rise. Some of the most prominent proposals are those advanced by Bill Gates and Microsoft. One proposal would force e-mail senders to pay for each piece of e-mail sent. Every time a piece of e-mail is sent, a small amount, such as twenty cents, is indicated in the subject line of the e-mail. This amount represents the amount of money a sender is willing to pay the recipient to open and view
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the e-mail.\textsuperscript{193} It is then up to the recipient to determine whether that amount is sufficient inducement to open the e-mail.\textsuperscript{194}

This proposal is like traditional junk mail because it shifts costs back onto advertisers by forcing them to pay postage. Although spammers might still spam, the amount of spam they send might decrease. Additionally, it might result in more efficient business relationships because recipients can open e-mail that are of genuine interest for products that they might indeed purchase. On the other hand, this proposal might not deter spam because undoubtedly the costs imposed would still be less than those associated with traditional junk mail or telemarketing. Unlike telemarketers and junk mail advertisers who incur tremendous costs by hiring employees, operating out of various locations, buying envelopes, and paying for long-distance telephone costs, spammers will still incur much lower overhead costs even if they have to pay a small fee to transmit e-mail.\textsuperscript{195}

Unsurprisingly, this proposal has its critics. Some state that it "detracts from [the] ability to speak and to state . . . opinions to large groups of people."\textsuperscript{196} Today, there are more and more groups that use e-mail as their primary form of communication.\textsuperscript{197} This proposal might unnecessarily burden, for example, dozens of parents coordinating school events or hundreds of cancer survivors sharing tips on coping with the illness.\textsuperscript{198} However, Gates's proposal is mindful of this. Under his proposal, recipients can also choose to open e-mail without being paid.\textsuperscript{199} This option would then allow recipients to receive e-mail as they do now from familiar senders, such as their family, friends, other parents, and support groups without incurring any charges for the sender.

However, problems might arise with respect to the administration of the proposal, including how recipients will be paid. It is unclear whether senders will issue checks (which could bounce) or whether ISPs will track monetary credits and distribute them when the credits reach a certain amount. In addition, some critics charge that this proposal is highly U.S.-centric because senders in other countries, especially developing countries,
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will probably be unable to afford such payments. As a result, the proposal may need to issue varying monetary amounts depending from which country the e-mail originates. This lack of uniformity will inevitably cause administrative problems. In addition, advertisers could simply relocate their operations to countries that place a lower premium on sending messages. Such administrative problems suggest the need for further development of this proposal.

A similar Microsoft proposal known as the Penny Black project aims to place a non-monetary premium on every piece of unsolicited e-mail. Microsoft summarizes the program as: "If I don’t know you, and you want to send me mail, then you must prove to me that you have expended a certain amount of effort, just for me and just for this message." Under this proposal, for every e-mail sent, the sending computer, not the spammers, will have to solve a computational algorithm. This is designed to decrease the amount of spam since it will take a few seconds for the computer to solve each problem. For example, a “price” of ten seconds per e-mail would limit a spamming computer to a maximum of eight thousand messages per day, a significantly smaller amount than the millions of messages sent by spamming computers currently. This would not noticeably burden non-spammers since it takes a large amount of e-mail to actually cause a noticeable time delay. In addition, users can maintain a “safe list,” and messages from those on the list will be considered to be solicited and not subject to solving the algorithm. However, it is likely that such a proposal will not hamper spammers who generally use more than just one computer to send messages. As a result, time delay in reality might not lead to a significant decrease in the number of spam sent.

One type of computational algorithm is based on a concept known as Human Interactive Proofs ("HIP"), a program designed to distinguish automated programs from actual human senders. The HIP is an image
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that contains both numbers and letters, and it might look like the following:

```
EZTZN8ES
```

As evidenced by the figure, the numbers and letters are distorted, and some of the characters are connected by arcs ("segmentation"). While some computers can learn to engage in character recognition regardless of distortion, computers have a more difficult time recognizing segmentation. This proposal would decrease the amount of spam because automated computers and programs that generate spam messages would be unable to solve, or will have to expend considerable time in solving, the algorithm. This program is currently in place at Microsoft's Hotmail, an e-mail service. HIPs on Hotmail are utilized in the sign-up process to ensure that those who sign up are humans, not automated programs used by spammers to obtain numerous e-mail accounts to send their e-mail. Immediately after the implementation of HIP at Hotmail, sign-ups decreased by 20%, a number that could translate into a significant decrease in spam as well.

Another less technological proposal aims to eliminate spam by offering cash bounties to those who locate spammers, a proposal which has received limited support. This program would provide monetary rewards of $100,000 to $250,000 to savvy technology sleuths who report spammers. If this program is implemented, it would mainly focus on rewarding whistle-blowers who are either inside or close to spamming operations. The large monetary rewards are designed to lure whistle-blowers to risk the consequences of coming forward. Critics of the proposal cite that there are already established groups who spend their time finding
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spammers and so there is less incentive to offer cash rewards. Furthermore, critics believe that such a program is inherently flawed because it burdens the FTC and transfers resources away from agency enforcement to private individuals.

While it may take years to implement these more progressive solutions, they at least attempt to shift the costs of spam back onto senders and address the problems associated with its high-volume nature. Proposals such as the Penny Black project and e-mail postage would impose costs on senders much like the costs imposed on advertisers who use traditional methods of advertising. Although some spammers might be willing to incur these costs, it at least may deter some from sending as many spam e-mail. These solutions pick up where self-help and self-regulation methods and the CAN-SPAM Act leave off by addressing the high-volume nature of spam even if the messages are legitimate advertisements from legitimate businesses and attempt to re-shift the costs back onto senders.

V. CONCLUSION

Unlike traditional methods of advertising, the unique characteristics of spam make the problem highly difficult to combat. Spam's low-cost, high-volume nature make it a highly lucrative business since spammers need only generate one positive response out of thousands in order to make a quick profit. Part of what makes spam low cost is its inherent cost-shifting structure. Rather than spammers paying for their advertisements, it is spam recipients—individuals, ISPs, and businesses—who are harboring many of the monetary and non-monetary costs associated with spam, making spam distinct from traditional advertising campaigns that rely on advertisers themselves to incur the costs.

As spam worsens, responses to it have become more sophisticated, ranging from vigilantism to legislation to private-market technological solutions. When spam first became problematic, individual recipients engaged in mailbombing and creating blacklists. In addition, complaints were filed with ISPs. As the problem worsened, state regulation of spam emerged. However, state legislative solutions lacked uniformity and failed to address jurisdictional problems. Passed in 2003, the federal CAN-SPAM Act attempted to address some of the problems associated with earlier efforts at combating spam. The advantages of the Act are that it provides more uniformity than state laws and aims to combat fraudulent or misleading spam. However, critics are quick to point out that the CAN-
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SPAM Act might actually increase spam because it provides a set of guidelines on how to send spam legally. As promising as these approaches appeared at their inception, each of them has significant shortcomings.

Perhaps the solution to spam will lie with more innovative, non-legislative solutions. In this way, progressive solutions such as the Penny Black project, e-postage, and bounty payments might render legislative solutions less of a necessity. While legislation may help in lessening the volume of fraudulent or misleading e-mail, other progressive, non-legislative solutions may help address more directly the mass volume of all spam messages. By reshifting the costs back onto spam senders, progressive solutions may better address spam's unique high-volume, cost-shifting structure.

Ultimately, the most effective method to combating spam is a multi-prong approach, incorporating many of these various solutions. State and federal legislation can be effective in regulating spam sent from legitimate, identifiable businesses. Additionally, technological and other progressive solutions can help to counteract fraudulent spam and the most pernicious, anonymous spammers. A combination of these approaches will ensure not only the legitimacy of spam as a quick and efficient form of communications but also decrease the quantity of spam by re-shifting costs back onto those who should have been paying for it all along—the senders.